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1950's Rolex ad for the Explorer 

Most people believe that the Explorer I was launched by Rolex for commemorating the Everest 

expedition and that this watch was with British explorer team consisting of Edmund Hillary and 

Sherpa Tenzing Norgay etc on 29th, May of 1953, achieving a great task of human being climbing. 

This story is definitely magic and attractive, but it still has a certain distance to the real fact. Rolex 

indeed had supported Himalayan expedition since 1933, and later in Everest expeditions, Rolex had 

been always the official supporters, so Rolex supported each explorer team with its wristwatch. 

However, Rolex was not the only supporter: it is said that when Edmund Hillary climbed up on the 

top of Everest, what he wore was a watch from the British supporter Smith. But what Tenzing Norgay 

wore was indeed an Explorer.  

The Explorer was based on the already existing tough and hard wearing bubbleback, which has been 

modified by Rolex for the more active and adventurous customer. In 1952, the references 6098 and 

6150 (both using the A296 movement) were in fact the first prototypes of Explorer to be used by 

climbers; they were watches with white dials and leaf shaped hands and did not bear the name 

Explorer yet.   

 

Edmund Hillary’s Rolex 

In 1953, these models became the references 6298 and 6350 when they were fitted with the 

typical Explorer-type 3-6-9 Arabic dial and later with the Mercedes hands. 



 

 



 

So you can see that before Hillary and Norgay climbed on the top of Everest, Rolex did not name 

their watches as Explorer. Although Rolex had registered the trade mark of Explorer in Geneva on 

26th, Jan of 1953, the Explorer gained its name after Hillary and Norgay climbing up Everest, that is, 

“Explorer” began to be added on Ref.6350 after the successful climbing of 1953. 

 Anyway, Ref. 6350 was indeed specially made for Explorers by Rolex: it  has a highly readable dial 

design, and its case is also specially strengthened and uses special lubricant making this watch usable 

between -20° C and +40° C. Ref. 6150 was stopped in 1959 and replaced by Ref. 6610. Ref. 6610 and 

Ref. 6150 are almost the same, but since Ref. 6610 used the new Cal. 1030 movement, the back is 

more flat. 
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